
From your MA Area Chair, Paul G. 
from the August 2022 Bulletin 

 
Much of the attention this month has centered around issues related to Permanent Electronic 
Groups (PEGs). WSO calls them by some other, more elaborate name, so I hope you forgive me 
for continuing to refer to them as PEGs.  
 
            As the sense of fear around the pandemic continues to recede and more and more people 
chose to resume “normal” activities, the wish in some groups to return to face-to-face meetings 
has emerged. In some cases, members have chosen to resume meetings in person or utilizing a 
hybrid format. When whole meetings make this decision (through their unique group conscience 
process), nothing about their connection to District and Area service arms changes (unless they 
are meeting in a new physical address, in which case please notify the office using the Group 
Records Change form). A need for a change may arise when there is no group unanimity, and 
some members want to meet in-person and some want to continue virtually. In a few cases, this 
has already caused groups to divide into two separate meetings, sometimes at the same time, 
sometimes at different times.  
 
            Although the May Assembly voted to find a way to accept PEGs into the Area service 
arms, we currently have no process for doing and will not have one until the 3 policy issues I’ve 
identified before are settled, hopefully in October (please help your GR come prepared to 
vote!). Then it will probably take until the end of the year and possibly until the next Assembly 
to set up the method to have PEGs that choose to become integrated. If a group splits, 
technically the electronic group should register as such with WSO and get a new number. That 
group would be automatically absorbed into WSO’s new electronic Area (which currently has 
hundreds of groups) and its “voice and vote” representation would be through that body. They 
would be listed on the WSO website, potentially attract members from all over the world and 
might disappear from the Massachusetts Area website. 
  

If attracting new local members is important, I would like to recommend that groups 
currently meeting virtually remain as is or establish a hybrid alternative. This would allow for 
continued visibility on the Area website, continued representation through the District and a 
voice and vote in Massachusetts. We are working to accommodate groups that register as a PEG 
with WSO but inform us (via a form that will be appearing as a tile on our website) that the 
group desires to still be seen on the Area 25 website. We are establishing a special temporary 
procedure to allow this to happen. In this case, although members of the PEG could attend Area 
Assemblies (and maybe District meetings, at that District’s discretion) they would have a voice 
as individual Al-Anon members but no vote as an organized group in Massachusetts. That will 
only change once we get our procedures set up and can formally incorporate PEGs. 

  
I hope this is clear. Again, I believe if it is possible to hold off on making major 

changes, that may be the best course, but it is up to group autonomy. Please feel free to 
email me with questions at chair@alanonma.org.  
 


